Understanding Coding and Billing for
Emergency Medicine Physicians
Comprehensive Coding, Billing & Reimbursement Services
Medical Reimbursement, Inc. (MRI) can manage every aspect of your revenue cycle—from coding,
billing & reimbursement to third-party contract negotiation services—to deliver better results for
your practice. Our thirty-plus years of emergency department (ED) revenue cycle management
(RCM) expertise and knowledge about all aspects of the medical reimbursement process combine
to deliver RCM solutions that have improved the bottom line of every single client we have served.
Coding
Our team guarantees technically accurate coding of each patient and will provide feedback on individual charts
to improve documentation and reimbursement. Proper coding not only drives accurate reimbursement, but it also
results in consistent fees and charges for your patients. Physicians who rely on our coding services have increased
their average charge per visit 20%-40%.
Billing and Reimbursement
We specialize in providing compliant claims submissions and intensive payment follow-up to ensure the best results
for each and every patient you treat. MRI clients have seen reimbursement increases of 20%-50% over those of
their previous RCM vendors. Our comprehensive billing & reimbursement services include comprehensive record
retrieval, chart check-in and auditing, visit data entry, claim filing, statement creation and distribution, payment
posting, secondary/tertiary claims filing, denials processing, insurance follow-up, and collection services. We excel
at electronic claim submission, remittance processing and thorough follow-up. As a result, our days receivable
outstanding is below industry benchmarks.
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READY TO LEARN MORE?
At MRI, we take great pride in our high client satisfaction rating and strong
customer retention, which is accomplished through a relentless focus on
delivering detailed and accurate coding, compliant claims submission and
intensive payment follow-up. To find out how MRI can help improve your
bottom line, contact us at (513) 281-4400, option 4.
Or visit us at www.medicalreimbursementinc.com

Worry-Free Compliance

Superior Technology

MRI understands the challenges of keeping up with changing
healthcare regulations. To make sure that our services are
compliant while capturing the maximum reimbursement
for your practice, we conduct continuing education for our
coding and billing professionals and perform regular quality
assurance reviews. None of MRI’s clients have ever been
assessed any kind of penalty as a result of our RCM services.

From our beginning, MRI has focused on developing a worldclass technology foundation to support our delivery of superior
physician RCM services. At the core of our business, we
use athenahealth’s Group Management platform (formerly
GE’s Centricity Group Management software) to automate
workflows and support customized business processes. The
Group Management software consists of multiple powerful
modes for claims editing, claims monitoring and follow-up,
and reporting. We use this and other proprietary state-of-theart solutions to achieve new levels of efficiency and improve
reimbursement for our clients. Our advanced workflows
enable our staff to constantly monitor all outstanding claims
and take the necessary action to ensure that any claim in
question is adjudicated appropriately. The bottom line? Your
practice will have a world-class infrastructure monitoring
your entire revenue cycle to ensure the correct information is
submitted and that you capture the maximum reimbursement
as quickly as possible.

No Hidden Fees
When you chose MRI as your RCM partner for complete
coding, billing & reimbursement services you are getting more
than just a billing vendor. Our clients receive the benefit of
comprehensive services, industry expertise, and exceptional
customer service all delivered for a single fee. You’ll never
see additional charges for statement and claims preparation,
correspondence, or postage. In short, you will always know
what you are going to pay based on the total value received.

Bottom-line results for
Emergency Medicine
For over thirty years the experts at Medical
Reimbursement, Inc. have provided coding,
billing and collection services to large academic
teaching hospitals, large multi-site practices,
smaller fee-for service-groups and hospital
employed physicians throughout the United
States. You can rest assured knowing that we
have managed the RCM services for over 50
million ED visits and none of our clients have ever
been penalized or sanctioned as a result of MRI’s
revenue cycle management services. In addition
to a team of emergency medicine billing experts,
Medical Reimbursement’s proven processes have
helped our clients experience double digit revenue
increases in the first twelve months of service.
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